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~25% of the predicted proteome space. In total, tryptic peptides mapped to 13, 574 protein assignments across four organ-types: mature (fully expanded, leaf plastichronic index (LPI) 10-12) leaf, young (juvenile, LPI 4-6) leaf, root, and stem. To resolve protein ambiguity, identified proteins were grouped by sequence similarity (≥ 90%), thereby reducing the protein assignments into 7,538 protein groups. In addition, this large-scale data set features the first systems-wide survey of protein expression across different Populus organs. As a demonstration of the precision and comprehensiveness of the semi-quantitative analysis, we were able to contrast two stages of leaf development, mature versus young leaf. Statistical comparison through ANOVA analysis revealed 1,432 protein groups that exhibited statistically significant (p≤0.01) differences in protein abundance. Experimental validation of the metabolic circuitry expected in mature leaf (characterized by photosynthesis and carbon fixation) compared to young leaf (characterized by rapid growth and moderate photosynthetic activities) strongly testifies to the credibility of the approach. Instead of quantitatively comparing a few proteins, a systems view of all the changes associated with a given cellular perturbation could be made.
INTRODUCTION
Mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics has experienced tremendous growth in recent years, leading to the establishment of numerous protocols, platforms, and workflows for the characterization of protein expression at the genome level The architecture of plant cell walls provides resistance to chemical and biological degradation, thus requiring mechanical and detergent-based lysis for optimal proteome analysis. However, this criterion presents a major challenge for plant proteomic research using electrospray mass spectrometry, as detergent-containing solutions can impede enzymatic digestion and cause significant analyte suppression 9 . Therefore, most plant proteomic studies using the 'MudPIT' strategy apply mechanical disruption in conjunction with a detergent-free preparation method 10 . Typically, strong chaotropic This study demonstrated enhanced retrieval of peptides from biological materials, yielding a more accurate representation of the proteome. We developed a similar experimental approach for extraction of proteins from plant tissue in order to obtain a more comprehensive, unbiased proteome characterization well beyond that achievable with currently available methods. Similar to the FASP method, we demonstrate the power of SDS for proteomic sample preparation, not only in its ability to morethoroughly lyse cells, but also its ability to better solubilize both hydrophilic and hydrophobic proteins. This powerful attribute gives proteolytic enzymes maximum opportunity to generate peptides specific to their cleavage potential so that at least a few representative peptides can be obtained for proteins that would have otherwise been discarded or lost due to insolubility, e.g., membrane-bound proteins. Rather than performing a buffer exchange with urea, depletion of SDS is achieved by precipitating proteins out of solution using trichloroacetic acid. . Once identified proteins were consolidated into the predefined protein groups, spectra counts were balanced and converted to normalized spectra counts (nSpC) 17 , which are derived from normalized spectral abundance factors 21 , values that are commonly used for semi-quantitative proteomic analyses. To assess differences between organ types, only those proteins with substantive nSpC, as determined by prevalence value (PV) 22 , were carried on to subsequent analyses.
Briefly, each protein identified is given a PV, which is determined by averaging the nSpC values across all samples. Next, PVs were plotted as a histogram to graphically capture the distribution of assigned spectra, such that one could assess the cumulative spectra assigned at varying PV cut-offs. Through iterative removal of proteins below each PV cut-off, only proteins considered to be highly representative or reproducible remained. Using this approach, an ideal PV cut-off of 2.0 was determined. Though difficult to assess semi-quantitative differences in protein abundance across all organs, due in part to the distinct proteomes expressed by spatially distant organs, a semi-quantitative comparison between a single organ at two different developmental stages is perhaps a more robust and intuitive measurement. As follows, log2-transformed nSpC values collected across both young and mature leaves were analyzed for statistically significant differences in protein abundance using JMP Genomics' ANOVA feature. Protein groups exhibiting significant (p≤0.01) abundance differences were identified and represented in both tabular and graphical format, the latter of which utilized KEGG pathway mapping software iPATH2.0 23 to visualize differences between both developmental stages on a more global, metabolic pathwaycentric level. Proteins exhibiting increased abundance in mature leaf were represented as red edges on the KEGG maps while those increased in young leaf were represented as green edges. Edges were further color-coded based on fold change, with the color intensity correlated to those proteins with larger fold changes.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Global Protein Identification in Populus
A protein sample derived from plant tissue is likely to consist of over 10,000 different protein species present at any time and thus the complexity far exceeds an analogous sample derived from any prokaryotic species. The first step in accurate and deep proteome characterization in these mixtures must consist of an optimal cell lysis and protein solubilization strategy. For plant tissue, we devised a shotgun proteomics workflow that combines the advantages of extensive proteome solubilization in SDS with the benefits of in-solution digestion.
In an effort to generate a high-density proteomic atlas that accurately captures the predicted Populus proteome, individual proteome maps of the four major organ-types were integrated. In total, we performed multiple (5-6 each) LTQ Velos ion-trap mass spectrometry measurements on proteome extracts from root, stem and both mature (fully expanded, leaf plastichronic index (LPI) 10-12) and young leaf (LPI 4-6) samples.
The resulting tandem mass spectra (MS/MS) were searched (SEQUEST) against the most recent protein database of P. trichocarpa, containing 45,778 predicted proteins and supplemented with the chloroplast and mitochondrial proteomes.
In plants, the task of assigning identified peptides to their respective proteins is not trivial. Due to the peptide-centric nature of shotgun proteomics, peptides that map to multiple proteins in a reference database can lead to ambiguous identifications. Within higher eukaryotes, this imposes a considerable challenge because shared or degenerate peptides, which result from segmental duplications, homologous proteins or splicing variants and comprise a large fraction of total extracted peptide library 24, 25 . To date, there are different methods for aggregating MS evidence for protein assembly 26 . In a previous study, we proposed that the most advantageous framework to classify and validate protein identifications in higher eukaryotes should include the following: 1) a means to report the minimum of proteins implicated by at least one unique peptide and 2) the ability to account for database redundancies by clustering similar proteins into groups by sequence homology 6 .
Using the principle of parsimony with Occam's razor constraints 27,26 , 7,720 Populus proteins were confidently identified (classified as distinct or differentiable), and 4,520
proteins were categorized as indistinguishable (Supplemental Table 1 ). Although widely used, the guidelines in the suggested nomenclature make data interpretation more complicated and less accurate, especially in highly redundant proteome databases like
For this reason, we propose a strategy that incorporates additional supporting information (i.e., sequence homology) to better infer the existence of proteins. While this approach can be applied to shotgun proteomic studies of plants in general, it confers demonstrable advantages for Populus specifically (see Experimental). Proteins sharing 90% or more sequence identity within the Populus database were clustered into groups.
Each protein group was defined by a single representative protein sequence called a seed, where each seed shares t90% sequence identity with all other members of that group. Observed peptides from the originally searched protein entries were then directly referenced back to the clustered database. For the current data set that included 63,056 tryptic peptides, ~25% were previously shared within the original Populus database (non-unique/degenerate) but were reclassified as unique to a particular protein group in the newly constructed database. This illustrates the advantage of implementing a "protein group-centric" approach, such that including information about sequence homology allows the interpreter to readily assess the relatedness between shared peptides of indistinguishable proteins derived from gene duplication and splice variants.
Moreover, as clustered proteins are ≥90% similar to one another, members of a particular group likely exhibit similar functional roles which, when applied to semiquantitative proteomics, allows for a more robust analysis of functional signatures across conditions, time points or organ types. In other words, this strategy effectively reduces the complexity of the functional analysis and biological interpretation of plant data.
Based on this approach, a total of 11,692 protein assignments (Supplemental Table 2) across all organ-types were reduced into 7,538 protein groups at an average falsediscovery rates of <1% at the peptide level (Supplemental Table 3 ). Protein groups were populated by as many as 21 members, with one-membered groups (i.e., singletons)
representing only 36% of the total. In total, we were able to measure 25% of the predicted proteins for Populus. Generating complete proteome maps of higher organisms is a difficult task as it is unlikely the entire ensemble of polypeptide species encoded by a genome will be expressed at any given time. Nevertheless, this integrated data set provides an "information backbone" that captures baseline protein expression across spatially and functionally distinct pathways. This holistic view of plant-wide protein expression will provide a better understanding of the detected components (i.e., proteins, pathways, etc.) in the context of relationships between organs.
Depth of Analysis of the Populus Proteome
Having established robust peptide/protein identification criteria, we sought to assess the depth of our data set by two critical figures of merit, proteome sequence coverage and dynamic range. Despite differences in organ background, similar total protein sequence coverage (median=19%) was achieved (Supplemental Fig. 1 ), a value comparable to recent work employing a similar approach to analyze yeast 30 . Of the four organ-types, the mature leaf proteome consisted of proteins with lower total sequence coverage.
Concomitantly, there were fewer proteins with high sequence coverage. We speculate that the heterogeneity of the expected protein population expressed in mature leaf (i.e., membrane-related proteins, post-translational modifications, etc.) is perhaps less suited for the current trypsin-based schema. Transmembrane prediction using Hidden Markov Models (TMHMM) 31 analysis revealed similar identification rates of proteins with transmembrane domains (6-7% across all organs), suggesting that the systematic decrease in protein sequence coverage is more likely due to changes in the frequency of post-translational modifications or some other phenomena related to the types of proteins being expressed.
Electrospray ionization presents the mass spectrometer with a dynamic population of peptides, of which only a fraction is selected for sequencing 32 . Consequently, highly abundant peptides limit the sampling and identification of low abundant peptides.
Because the LTQ Velos platform includes advances that benefit the analysis of lowabundant and low signal-to-noise precursors, we sought to quantitatively assess the capabilities of the instrument. By comparing our current data set against our previous indepth Populus study 6 , which used the LTQ XL platform, we examined the achievable depth of proteome characterization. When examining the distribution of the identified precursor ions versus local signal-to-noise ratios, the LTQ Velos platform increased the identification of low signal-to-noise precursor ions compared to the LTQ XL (Supplemental Fig. 2 ). Furthermore, peptide populations created from complex mixtures often tax the sequencing speed of MS instruments such that the mass spectrometer is incapable of targeting every eluting peptide and thus misses "sequenceable" peptides.
As anticipated, the faster acquisition speed facilitated a 2-fold increase in the number of scans collected and assigned as well as the total number of proteins identified ( Fig. 1A and 1B). Given these improvements provided by the Velos platform, we anticipated a sizeable increase in the analytical dynamic range. Indeed, protein dynamic range spanned 5-6 orders of magnitude, representing a 1-2 order of magnitude increase when compared to the LTQ XL platform (Fig. 1B) . Together, these increases in sensitivity and Populus. Therefore, it is a challenge to accurately assess the biological dynamic range achieved by this approach. Nevertheless, the dual-pressure ion trap design includes substantial improvements that benefit the analysis of complex protein mixtures.
Spatial Proteomics: Profiling Organ-Specific Proteomes
A function-level view of the different Populus organ proteomes was generated by sorting protein groups into functional categories as defined in the eukaryotic clusters of orthologous groups (KOG) database and weighting by normalized spectral count (nSpC) 17 (Fig. 2) . KOG categories of "unknown function" and "post-translational modification and chaperone" had the highest representation in all organs. With regard to specific organs, "signal transduction mechanisms" and "chloroplast components" were the most abundant functional categories in mature leaves, "translation and RNA processing" in young leaves, "cytoskeleton" in stem and "unknown function" in roots.
We next identified protein groups from our data set that overlapped different organs, as well as those that were only found in one organ (Fig. 3A ). In the current study, a "core" Figure 3) . Using the entire data set (7,538 protein groups), a metabolic pathway diagram was constructed to highlight the core proteome relative to all protein groups measured (Supplemental Fig. 3A) . Overall, the core molecular network spanned every major functional category belonging to central 
Quantitative Analysis of Populus Organ Proteomes
In order to generate a quantitative proteome map of the different Populus organs, we first filtered the data to account for the stochastic nature of the peptide sampling process 36 . That is, a significant proportion of the data consists of low-abundant proteins and because accurate label-free quantitation is difficult to perform on low-abundant proteins, we applied a threshold filter for their subsequent removal. Rather than choosing an arbitrary abundance value to eliminate low abundance proteins, an empirical prevalence value was identified to obtain a "cut-off" criterion that distinguishes changes in protein expression from background noise and false positives 22 . Applying this filter to the entire data set reduced the number of quantifiable protein groups from 7,538 to 3,242 (see Experimental). Notably, while only ~43% of the data set remains, we retained ~98% of the total assigned nSpC values for quantitative analysis.
Using these parameters, we sought to identify the distribution of protein expression across the different organs. Hierarchical cluster analysis was applied to the 3,242 protein groups, resulting in 14 clusters that can be visualized in Figure 4 . Across all clusters, the number of protein groups ranged from 395 (cluster 7) to 74 (cluster 12) (Supplemental Table 4 ). While cluster membership reflects the relative diversity of protein function, the overall activity of each cluster is revealed through the relative percentages of the total assigned spectra (Fig. 5A ). With such values, the quantitative representation of each organ within a cluster can be defined.
To interpret the biological significance of each cluster, cluster membership was plotted against KOG category (Fig. 5B) . First, we examined the protein groups that were predominately expressed in only one organ: cluster 1 (root), cluster 2 (mature leaf), cluster 8 (stem), and cluster 14 (young leaf). For the set of protein groups that were predominantly expressed in roots, the three most abundant functional categories observed were "unknown function", "post-translation modification and chaperones", and "amino acid transport and metabolism". For those protein groups whose function remains unknown, an attempt to elucidate a biological role was dependent on whether a protein could be associated with a particular protein family in the Pfam database Within the set of protein groups that were predominately expressed in stem (cluster 8), the three most abundant KOG functional categories observed were "unknown function", "cytoskeleton", and "amino acid transport and metabolism". A set of the most abundant proteins shared a common biological thread; they all are involved in cell wall formation.
Among this set, UDP-glucose pyrophosphorylase (UGPase; POPTR_0004s07280.1) and UDP-glucose dehydrogenase (UGDH; POPTR_0004s11760.1) were identified at similar abundance values. In plants, the enzyme UGPase is metabolically positioned at the point of sucrose synthesis/breakdown and, at this important carbon flow junction, produces UDP-glucose, which is required for sucrose synthesis or other polysaccharides, such as hemicellulose or pectin 43 . Because actively growing stem tissues (i.e., phloem and xylem) do not serve a nutritional storage role, we hypothesize that the enzyme UGDH utilizes the UDP-glucose produced by UGPase to form UDPglucuronate, which is a precursor for hemicellulose and pectin formation, two xylemrelated polymers. Lastly, the protein with the largest abundance value is an actin depolymerizing factor (ADF; POPTR_0009s03320.1) that perhaps plays a role in control of woody tissue development. In Populus, ADF activity is thought to be essential for the development of phloem and xylem 44 .
The three most abundant KOG functional categories observed in mature leaf (cluster 2)
were "unknown function", "chloroplast", and "carbohydrate transport and metabolism". The three most abundant KOG functional categories observed in young leaf (cluster 14)
were "unknown function", "translation", and "RNA processing and modification". Unlike mature, fully expanded leaves, the more juvenile leaves appear to be ontogenetically 
Quantitative Analysis of Populus Leaf Development
The semi-quantitative power of LC-MS/MS-based proteomics was employed to detail the proteomic differences between Populus leaf at two different developmental stages --young (YL) and fully expanded, mature leaf (ML). To accomplish this task, protein group normalized spectral counts (nSpC) collected across all replicates of each leaf-type were analyzed by one-way ANOVA (see Experimental). Protein groups represented in the analysis include only those with significant sample-to-sample representation, as assessed by prevalence value (PV; see above). In total, 2881 protein groups from both young and mature leaves were statistically compared (Supplemental Table 5 ). Roughly half (1432 protein groups) were found to exhibit statistically significant (p≤0.01) differential abundance patterns, with 395 groups showing increased abundance in mature leaf compared to 1037 in young leaf ( Fig. 6A and B) . These values support the proposition above that mature leaf has "settled" into its organ-specific function (photosynthesis) and thus requires a reduced complement of proteins, relative to young leaf. In contrast, young leaves are still developing, as evidenced by the up-regulation of general biosynthetic pathways (i.e., DNA synthesis, transcription, translation, etc.).
In order to better visualize the functional differences between young and mature leaves, differentially abundant protein groups from the ANOVA analysis (Supplementary Table   4 ) were mapped to KEGG-derived metabolic pathways using iPath2.0. Only those Fig. 7A and B) . proteins could be effectively mapped to a particular metabolic pathway.
Metabolic Pathway Mapping of Mature Leaf Highlights a Primary Focus on Energy Harvesting
Protein groups exhibiting increased abundance in mature leaf, relative to young leaf, substantiate the general view of a leaf as a specialized energy harvesting organ. As highlighted in box "PS" (Fig. 7A) , all major components of photosynthesis (KEGG pathway KO00195) show significant increased protein abundance in mature leaf relative Photosynthesis is inextricably linked to carbon fixation, a process by which photonic energy harnessed from sunlight is used to replenish supplies of NADPH and ATP, both of which power the redox-based reduction of atmospheric carbon dioxide to sugar molecules. Thus, the observed increase in proteins related to photosynthesis in mature leaf must correspond to an increase in the rate of carbon fixation. As follows, enzymes relevant to the carbon fixation pathway (KO00710), which are highlighted in box "CF" (Fig. 7A) , exhibit increased abundance in mature leaf relative to young leaf. By totaling the nSpC of the proteins involved in Calvin cycle, C3-based carbon fixation activity is up-regulated by a factor of roughly 6x (16,982 vs. 2818 nSpC in mature and young leaf, respectively), a value that is in line with the degree of photosynthesis up-regulation reported above. Furthermore, RuBisCO, the key enzyme in carbon fixation, accounted for 9,397 nSpC across both mature and young leaves, but was enriched over 4.6x in mature leaf (7,721 vs. 1,676 nSpC).
Though the primary function of RuBisCO is to fix atmospheric CO 2 to ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP) through its carboxylase activity, this enzyme can also function as an oxygenase in a process termed photorespiration (PR). In this regard, O 2 rather than CO 2 is assimilated, leading to the production of 3-phosphoglycerate (3PG) and 2-phosphoglycolate (2PG), the latter of which must be metabolized to 3PG for re-entry into the Calvin Cycle. This complicated, multi-organelle pathway, however, equates to an expenditure of metabolic energy to both convert 2PG to 3PG and to recapture carbon (CO 2 ) and nitrogen (NH 4 + ) lost in the process. Although the rate of photorespiration is exacerbated under hot/dry conditions, it occurs at substantial rates (~25%) even under moderate growth conditions
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. As highlighted in box "PR" (Fig. 7A) , there was up-regulation of the photorespiration pathway (glyoxylate and dicarboxylate metabolism, KO00630), starting with RuBisCO's oxygenase-dependent production of 2PG through its conversion to glycerate (2PG AE glycolate AE glyoxylate AE glycine AE serine AE hydroxypyruvate AE glycerate) and involving the necessary accessories pathways/enzymes (catalase, glutamine/glutamate cycle and tetrahydrofolate cycle) to complete the process. The only enzyme within the pathway not identified to be upregulated was glycerate kinase. In total, PR in mature leaf was up-regulated by a factor of 5x (11, 230 vs. 2251 nSpC) relative to young leaf.
These three major mature leaf-enriched metabolic pathways constitute a proof-ofconcept with regard to the LC-MS/MS platform described in this paper. As mentioned above, and further corroborated by these proteomic data, mature leaf appears to have "settled" into its primary function. Other less complete pathways were also found to be up-regulated, with a portion of them seemingly involved in reacting to oxygenic stress, most likely induced by the photosynthetic process itself. For example, L-ascorbate peroxidase (EC:1.11.1.11, KO00434) was up-regulated in mature leaf by 3.9x (223 vs. .
Metabolic Pathway Mapping of Young Leaf Highlights a Primary Focus on
Growth and Development
Young leaf engages in most, if not all, of the photosynthetic-dependent pathways detailed above, albeit with reduced abundance relative to mature leaf. The reduced level of photosynthetic-related proteins is countered by a systematic increase in protein abundance in several major general biosynthetic pathways, consistent with the fact that a young leaf is primarily actively growing and secondarily photosynthesizing. This perhaps intuitive observation is apparent upon viewing the pathway map in Figure 7B .
Relative to mature leaf, young leaf shows increases in several metabolic pathways what is the achievable depth and coverage of the predicted proteome space of Populus using high-throughput mass spectrometry? Although the application of shotgun proteomics to measure global molecular responses is successful for many proteomic samples of low complexity, the depth of coverage required for a similar inquiry in higher eukaryotes requires more sophisticated sample preparation and advanced instrumentation. Therefore, we sought to address these issues by implementing a myriad of optimizations for nearly every step of the experimental process. These optimizations, while beneficial to plant proteomics in general, are broadly applicable to other organisms of similar complexity such as humans and other higher eukaryotes.
The enormous biological dynamic range inherent to a eukaryotic system demanded incorporation of a detergent-based sample preparation strategy that enhances plant cell lysis and protein extraction, both crucial enablers for in-depth analyses of complex proteomes. Without the appropriate instrumentation, this complexity inevitably leads to a sub-optimal identification of all detectable peptide species. Although a longstanding general challenge in shotgun proteomic experiments, recent technological improvements to the LTQ platform, mainly through enhancements to sequencing speed and sensitivity, doubles the identification rate of these dense peptide populations and enhances the identification of low-abundant protein species. Taken together, the enhanced sample preparation method and the state-of-the-art instrumentation enabled us to achieve one of the deepest proteome analyses in plant organisms to date, spanning six orders of magnitude in protein abundance and requiring only modest levels of sampling (i.e., 5-6 sample replicates per organ).
As demonstrated, the depth of coverage achieved in this study was sufficient for 
